
CRITIQUES GSDL EASTER CH SHOW & TRIAL 

Judge:  Herr Ralf Wille SV (Gmy) 

Long Stock Coat - BITCH CLASSES 

LSC Junior Bitch 

Graded – VERY GOOD 

 

1 23  S&I Pacek Kingvale Keeper Of My Dreams  Very Good 

 *ChSundaneka True Blue (IID) AZ Kingvale Magical PowersAZ 

60cm   Large and powerful very good type. good pigment high wither very good topline very good croup 
very good angulation of the rear and good in front, stepping correct out and back, very harmonious 
movement very good balance with large steps. 

2 17  L.G. Yates Sundaneka Tequilas Taleesha  Very Good 

*Ch. Ustinov vom Romerland (Deu) a ED / * Sundaneka Tequila 
Sunrise AZ 

61cm   Large medium strong sl. stretched very good type good pigmentation normal wither good topline 
croup is a little steep very good angulation behind good in front, steps narrow going correct coming. Very 
good movement with spacious step and very harmonious. 

3 24  K Anderson  Solana Aussie Ofn Reigm  Very Good 

 *Ch. Sundaneka True Blue (IID) AZ /  Diamond Blue Coco AZ 

59cm   Over medium size medium strong very good proportions very good type good pigment eye should 
be darker high wither very good topline croup should be longer very good angulation of the rear upper arm 
should be longer, stepping correct, good movement with large steps and good balance. 

4 21  P.E. Smith  Bhuachaille Xhibitionist  Very Good 

*Ch Labo vom Schollweiher IPO3 (Deu aED /  Bhuchaille Indianna 
Sunrise AZ 

59cm   Over medium size medium strong very good proportions very good type good pigment normal 
wither good topline the croup is steep very good angulation rear and front, stepping correct, good 
movement should be more powerful falls on the forehand. 
5 22  TK Carr Fremont Wildest Dreams  Very Good 

 * Veneze Lutz (UK) aED / * Java von Santamar (Bel) Aed 

58.5cm   Medium size medium strong very stretched good type good pigment normal withers good topline 
croup should be longer very good angulation of the rear upper arm should be longer and is steep stepping 
correct, powerful movement with good steps 

6 19  S&L Yates Nikobishunde Electrik Passion  Very Good 

 * Xeno von Arjako (Deu) aED / Nikobishunde Auspicious Amelia AZ 

59cm   Over medium size medium strong very good proportions normal wither croup should be longer very 
good angulation of the hind good fore stepping correct out and back very good movement falls on the 
forehand. 

7 18  R White Nikobishunde Lady Khalisee  Very Good 

* Vablo vom Osterberger-Land a ED (Deu) / Nikobishunde Being A 
Lady AZ 

59 cm   Over medium size medium strong stretched good type good pigment normal wither good topline 
croup is short very good angulation of the rear upper arm is short and steep, steps correct, powerful 
movement with good sequence of step. 

8 20  K Anderson Ch Scherzar Uptown Girl  Very Good 

 *Ch Toujour Beau Thunder Storm AZ / Scherzar Ramblin Rose  

57cm   Medium size medium strong very good proportions very good type good pigment normal wither 
good topline very good angulation of rear upper arm should be longer hocks should be firmer going correct 
coming, good movement with good steps but should be more harmonious.. 

 



LSC Intermediate Bitch 

Graded – VERY GOOD 

1 26  D Berghofer Ch Karastro Noble Nana  Very Good 

 * Pepe von der Zenteiche (Deu) aED / Karastro Havana Knights AZ 

59cm    above medium size, medium strong very good proportions good pigment high wither croup is short 
and steep very good angulation of the rear good fore, steps narrow at rear correct in front, very good 
movement with very big steps and very good balance. 

2 28  Becker C&Yun A&Y Ch Siobahn Greyt Temptation (AI) AZ Very Good 

 *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ /*Ch Vladimir Greyt Sensation AZ 

60.5 cm   Large medium strong very good proportions very good type very good pigment normal wither 
good topline croup is steep very good angulation of the rear upper arm should be longer, stepping close 
behind correct coming, very good movement with large steps, harmonious and good balance. 

3 27  Herzig M /Birac E Reichkaiser Thrill Of The Chase  Very Good 

 * Ury vom Zisawinkel (Deu) a ED / * Andacht Erin Strauss AZ 

60cm   Large and strong  stretched good pigment normal wither good topline croup should be longer and 
less steep good angulation of the rear and fore, stepping narrow behind correct in front, good movement 
with good steps, should be  more dynamic in movement. 

 

LSC Open Bitch 

Graded - EXCELLENT 

1 35  Shayler/Leonard * Eroica Duchess of York AZ Excellent 

 * Conbhairean Lauser (UK) HDED / *Ch Narathor Jazz Diva AZ 

59.5cm   Over medium size powerful stretched high wither good topline good croup very good angulation of 
the fore and hind, stepping a little cow hocked at rear correct in front, very good movement with large steps 
powerful and very good balance. 

2 30  M Porter *Ch. Rimerini Always N Forever  Excellent 

 * Andacht Raz N Hell AZ / Montarge Isle Unique AZ 

60 cm   Large and strong stretched very good type very good pigment very good head good wither good 
topline croup should be longer very good angulation fore and rear stepping correct going and coming, 
powerful movement with large steps. 

3 29  D Martin *Grd. Ch. Freevale Double The Love AZ Excellent 

 Ch Freevale Chaos In Pink AZ / Freevale Got The Look AZ 

59 cm   Over medium size medium strong very good proportions very good type good pigment high wither 
good topline croup should be longer very good angulation of the rear good in front stepping correct going 
and coming, very good dynamic movement with very good balance 

4 34  Yates/Birac  Reichkaiser Perpetual Grace  Excellent 

 * Pepe von der Zenteiche (Deu) aED / Andacht Erin Strauss AZ 

58.5 cm   Above medium size medium strong little stretched very good pigment very good type normal 
wither croup is steep and should be longer very good angulation of the fore and hind, stepping correct, 
good balanced movement with good steps. 

5 32  G&K Stevenson * Sundaneka Xynas Xcstacy AZ Excellent 

 *Ch.Ustinov vom Romerland (Deu) aED * Xyna Niembrger (Deu) a ED 

58cm   Medium size medium strong good proportions good head good pigment normal wither good topline 
good croup very good angulation of the rear upper arm should be longer, stepping straight. In movement 
powerful with good steps falls on the forehand 

6 31  M Hornick *Ch Lawine Quira AZ Excellent 

 * Toby von der Plassenburg (Deu) IPO3 aED/Lawine Mystic Charm AZ 

59cm   Over medium size powerful good proportions good type very good pigment normal wither good 
topline good croup very good angulation front and rear little deep in chest, steps correct, very good 
movement with large steps falls on forehand. 



7 33  D&L Organ *CH. Zandrac Duchess Satine Kryze AZ Excellent 

 * Hatto vom Huhnegrab (Deu) a ED / * Kantenna Venis Delight AZ 

59cm   Over medium size medium strong stretched good type very good pigment normal wither good 
topline short croup very good angulation of the fore and hind stepping correct, good movement with very 
large steps falls on forehand. 
 

Long Stock Coat - DOG CLASSES 
 

LSC Junior Dog 

Graded - VERY GOOD 

1 44  M Herzig  Herrzig Kouragous Kavick  Very Good 

 * Ury vom Zisawinkel (Deu) a ED / Herzig Kalista Indianna 

65cm   Large medium strong very good type good proportions high wither good topline croup is a little short 
very good angulations of the hind upper arm should be longer, loose hocks, good movement with big steps 
should be a little more harmonious. 

2 43  Shayler C/ Murray   Kuirau Just Tell Us  Very Good 

 * Veneze Lutz (UK) aED / * Kuirau Chakira AZ 
62cm   Just medium size medium strong stretched good type eye should be darker normal wither good 
topline croup is short and steep very good angulation front and rear, stepping correct, good movement with 
big steps and good presentation. 

3 45  L. King  Kingland Xtra Shot  Very Good 

 * Veneze Lutz (UK) aED / Sunhaze Twiste AZ 

62cm   Medium size medium strong good proportions good type high wither good pigment short croup very 
good hind angulation good fore, stepping correct.  Very good movement.  Should show himself better in 
character. 

 

LSC Intermediate Dog 

Graded – VERY GOOD 

1 46  H Birac Reichkaiser Full Speed Ahead  Very Good 

 * Ury vom Zisawinkel (Deu) a ED / * Andacht Erin Strauss AZ 

64.5 cm   Over medium size medium strong good proportions good type good pigment good topline croup 
is a little steep, moderate hind angulation good fore, loose hocks going correct coming, very good balanced 
harmonious movement,. 

2 47  Selby Siobahn Greyt Impact (AI) AZ Very Good 

 *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ / *Ch Vladimir Greyt Sensation AZ 

66cm   Large powerful very good type very deep in chest good proportions very good pigment good head 
normal wither good topline croup should be longer moderate hind angulation good fore stepping correct, 
very good movement very large steps and good balance. 
 

LSC Open Dog 

Graded - EXCELLENT 

1 49  D&L Organ *CH Jayshell Glasgow AZ Excellent 

 *Ch. Ustinov vom Romerland (Deu) a ED / *Ch. Jayshell Winona AZ 

65cm   Large and strong little stretched good type very good pigment high wither very good topline good 
croup very good angulation of the hind good fore stepping correct, very harmonious powerful movement 
with big steps and very good balance. 

2 50  York P&K/Craig C *Ch Babanga Mr Anderson AZ Excellent 

 *Ch Gerry vom Schacher (Deu) aED / Ch Babanga Fipsi AZ 

60.5cm   Double Pl upper right – over medium size powerful little stretched good type very good pigment 
high wither good topline croup is a little steep very good hind angulation good fore, steps close going 
correct coming, flowing movement with big steps and good balance. 



3 48  G&K Stevenson *CH Sundaneka True Blue AZ Excellent 

 * Fulz di Zenevredo a / * Xyna vom Niemberger Eck (Deu) Aed 

64cm   Over medium size powerful very good proportions very good pigment very good expression good 
head eye should be darker normal wither good topline croup could be longer moderate hindquarter good 
fore stepping close going correct coming dynamic powerful movement with good balance. 

4 51  Bevk E /Koerber R *Ch Hillmagic Purple Haze AZ Excellent 

 *Ch. Ustinov vom Romerland (Deu) a ED / Hillmagic Sage AZ 

64cm   Over medium size medium strong little stretched very good type very good proportions good 
pigment 

very good topline good croup very good hind angulation upper should be longer stepping correct, good 
movement should carry  his wither higher. 

5 52  R&S Murphy *Ch Grundelhardt Circle Of Life (AI) AZ Excellent 

 * Ray v Fichtenschlag (Gmy) aZ / Grundelhardt Tainted Love AZ 

65.5 cm   Big and powerful, good proportions, very deep in chest, very typey, very good pigment, normal 
wither good topline croup is a little steep, very good angulations of the fore and hind, stepping close going 
correct coming, good movement with big steps the wither should be carried higher. 

 

STOCK COAT - BITCH CLASSES 

 

Junior Bitch 

Graded – VERY GOOD 

1 119  L. King Kingland Venice  Very Good 

 * Ury vom Zisawinkel (Deu) a ED / * Kingland Nickita Az 

59cm   Over medium size medium strong very good proportions good type good head  high wither very 
good topline good croup very good angulation front and rear stepping narrow going correct coming. Very 
good movement very good balance very dynamic very harmonious. 

2 122  Brandon/Brown Jayzstryke Peppers Gold  Very Good 

 * Toby von der Plassenburg (Deu) IPO3 aED / Andacht Pepery AZ 

60cm   Double Pl lower left – large powerful little stretched typey good proportions high wither very good 
topline very good angulation high wither very good topline very good angulation of the hind good fore steps 
close going correct coming very dynamic powerful movement with big steps. 

3 126  G&K Stevenson Sundaneka Unique Storm  Very Good 

 * Vablo vom Osterberger-Land a ED(Deu)/ * Xyna vom Niemberger AZ 

59cm   Over medium size medium strong very good proportions very typey good pigment good topline 
croup could be longer very good hind angulation upper arm is a little short and steep, steps correct, very 
good movement with big steps and dynamic 

4 133  B&P Hersant Astasia Asher AZ Very Good 

 *Ch Xaro von der Plassenberg (Deu) aED / * Astaasia Buffee AZ 

59cm   Over medium size medium strong very good proportions good type very good topline good croup 
very good angulation of the hind good fore steps close going correct coming, powerful movement big steps 
and good harmony 

5 127  G&K Stevenson Sundaneka Undercover Angel  Very Good 

 * Vablo vom Osterberger-Land a ED (Deu) / * Xyna vom 

  Niembergerland (Deu) aED 

60cm   Large powerful stretched good type good pigment normal withers good topline good croup very 
good hind angulation good fore steps correct good movement with large steps falls on the forehand. 

 



 
6 125  P,D&J Murray Kuirau Jorjie Girl AZ Very Good 

 * Veneze Lutz (UK) aED / * Kuirau Chakira AZ 

57cm   Medium size medium strong good proportions very typey very good pigment high wither good 
topline croup should be longer very good angulation of the hind upper arm should be longer, steps correct, 
good movement should be more harmonious. 

7 128  L. Gregor Kelinpark Malteser (AI) AZ Very Good 

 * Cobra D'Ulmental (Ita) / *Ch Keelinpark Butterscotch AZ 

59.5 cm   Over medium size medium strong stretched goodo type good pigment very good topline croup 
should be longer very good angulation of the hid upper arm should be longer and less steep, steps correct, 
harmonious movement. 

8 120  K Griffis Bernloch Glamour Puss  Very Good 

 *Ch Kuirau Casey Stoner AZ / Bernloch Quality Street AZ 

58.5 cm   Over medium size medium strong stretched typey good pigment high wither croup should be a 
little longer very good angulation of the hind upper arm is a little short steps correct, dynamic movement 
with good steps. 

9 123  H Squires Brayline Kontiki Fire  Very Good 

 *Ch Fremont Hells Bells AZ / * Sabaranburg Liquid Fire AZ 

6lcm   Very big medium strong stretched good type very good topline good withers good croup very good 
angulation of the hind good fore, steps correct, good movement with big steps and dynamic. 

10 124  M&C Theris Bossface Jagger  Very Good 

 * Lashadas Chick Magnet ET AZ / * Khayem Galina AZ 

60 cm   Large powerful good proportions very good head eye should be darker normal wither good topline 
croup is steep and should be longer very good angulation of the hind upper arm should be longer, steps 
correct, in movement falls on the forehand,. 

11 118  K. Long Karalcin Spencer Hastings  Very Good 

 *Ch Arkon vom Altenberger-Land (Deu) aED / Nanmahar UllaHTET AZ 

60 cm   Medium size medium strong very good proportions typey good pigment croup should be longer and 
less steep very good angulation of the hind upper arm longer stepping correct, in movement is dynamic 
with good balance, 

12 132  RJ&JL Fabian Freundhund What You See  Very Good 

 * Toby vd Plassenburg (Deu)IPO3 aED/*Durnstein Divine Miss M AZ 

60.5cm   Double Pl upper right – large powerful good type the wither should be higher good topline croup 
should be longer very good angulation of the hind good fore, stepping correct, normal movement which 
should be more harmonious. 

13 121  V Bland Conkasha Shadow Diva AZ Very Good 

 * Vablo vom Osterberger-Land a ED (Deu / Conkasha Wild Dancer AZ 

60cm   Large medium strong stretched good type good pigment normal wither good topline croup is a little 
short and steep very good angulation of the hind good fore, stepping correct, good movement that should 
be a little more harmonious  

14 130  M Herzig Herrzig Kalistas Dreamz  Very Good 

 * Ury vom Zisawinkel (Deu) a ED / Herzig Kalista Indianna  

60cm   Large medium strong little stretched very typey good pigmentation high wither good topline good 
croup very good angulation of the hind good fore, stepping correct, good movement which should be more 
harmonious  

 



 

Intermediate Bitch 

Graded – VERY GOOD 

1 135  M&C Morris Ch Freevale Crazy Oohla Pink  Very Good 

*Ch Arkon vom Altenberger-Land (Deu) aED / *Ch Freevale Crazy 
in Pink AZ 

60.5 cm   Over medium size powerful stretched very good type good pigment very good topline croup 
should be longer very good angulation of the hind the upper arm should be longer, stepping correct, very 
good balanced movement with harmonious steps. 

2 138  B&P Hersant Astasia Una AZ Very Good 

 *Ch Xaro von der Plassenberg (Deu) aED / * Astasia Yoko AZ 

6l cm   Large stretched very good type good topline high wither croup should be longer very good 
angulation of the hind good fore, stepping correct, powerful dynamic movement with very good balance. 

3 140  G&K Stevenson * Sundaneka Inca Gold AZ Very Good 

*Ch. Ustinov vom Romerland (Deu) a ED / * Sundaneka Poscas   
Protege AZ 

58cm   Medium size medium strong very goodo proportions very good type very good pigment high wither 
very good topline good croup very good angulation of the hind good fore, cow hocked going correct 
coming, very good movement with big steps falls on the forehand. 

4 136  Z Petreski Bronacre Chiquitita AZ Very Good 

 *Ch Bluemax Salt AZ / * Bronacre Dark Diamond AZ 

59 cm   Over medium size medium strong very good proportions very good type good pigment normal 
wither good topline croup should be longer very good angulation of the hind good fore, steps cow hocked 
going correct coming, good movement big steps withers should be held higher. 

5 144 M Knapton * Heiko Kirra Lilly AZ Very Good 

 *Ch Gerry vom Schacher (Deu) aED / Heiko Mags All over AZ 

59.5 cm   Over medium size powerful very good proportions very good pigment very good topline high 
wither croup is a little steep, very good angulation of the hind upper arm should be longer, stepping cow 
hocked behind correct in front, dynamic powerful movement well balanced.  

6 137  G&K Morton Ch Vladimir Just A Flirt  Very Good 

 * Toby von der Plassenburg (Deu) IPO3 aE Ch Vladimir Flirtacious AZ 

59.5 cm   Over medium size, medium strong good topline good pigment croup is steep very good 
angulation of the hind upper arm is a little steep, stepping correct, very dynamic powerful movement with 
good balance. 

7 146  PR & DJ Smith * Lawine Takira AZ Very Good 

 * Toby vd Plassenburg (Deu) IPO3aED/Lawine Zasjeminca AZ 

60cm   Double Pl lower left – large powerful very good head normal wither normal topline croup is short and 
steep very good angulation of the hind  good fore, stepping correct, powerful dynamic movement that 
should be more harmonious. 

8 142  J. Hitchings Leishjaclyn Wiggle Dancer AI AX Very Good 

 *Ch Leishjaclyn Latin Dancer AZ / Leishjaclyn Nu York Dancer AZ 

60cm   Large medium strong stretched good type good pigment normal wither good topline croup should be 
longer very good hind angulation upper arm is steep, steps correct, good movement with big steps should 
be more harmonious. 

9 151  H Birac Reichkaiser Dressed For Sukses  Very Good 

 * Pepe von der Zenteiche (Deu) aED / Andacht Tarly AZ 

59cm   Over medium size medium strong good proportions very typey good pigment normal wither good 
topline croup is steep very good angulation of the hind upper arm should be longer, cow hocked going 
correct coming, good movement with good steps falls on forehand. 



 

10 147C Morrison Ch Tyrilebee Making Memories  Very Good 

* Odin Delle Terra Matildiche (Italy) HD ED / Ch Tyrilebee Caught 
In              The Act  

60cm   Large medium strong good proportions very good type very good pigment normal wither good croup 
very good angulation of the hind good fore, stepping correct, powerful dynamic movememt with big steps. 

11 143  P,D&J Murray Kuirau Honey Suckle Rose AZ Very Good 

 *Ch Kuirau Casey Stoner AZ / * Kuirau Wild Rose AZ 

59cm   Over medium size medium strong good proportions very good type good pigment normal wither 
good croup very good angulation of the hind upper arm should be longer, stepping correct, dynamic 
powerful movement that should be a little more harmonious. 

12 149  S Zumbo Hausillevon Geogia  Very Good 

 * Andacht Profiler AZ / Schfax Vegas Mirandaz AZ 

59cm   Over medium size medium strong good proportions very typey good pigment high wither good 
topline croup is short and steep, stepping correct, good movement short steps falls on forehand. 

13 139  H Birac Reichkaiser Foxxy Lady  Very Good 

 * Pepe von der Zenteiche (Deu) aED / Andacht Tarly AZ 

59cm   Over medium size powerful good proportions very good type good pigment good topline croup 
should be longer very good angulation of the hind good fore, cow hocked going correct coming, good 
movement with good steps should be more harmonious. 

14 141  L Baker Amberg Yuli  Very Good 

 * Pepe von der Zenteiche (Deu) aED / Siobahn Montana AZ 

58.5 cm   Over medium size medium strong good proportions good pigment wither should be higher croup 
is steep very good angulation of the hind good fore, stepping correct, good movement should be more 
harmonious falls on forehand. 

15 134  I Borodinova Freevale Crazy Beautiful  Very Good 

*Ch Arkon vom Altenberger-Land (Deu) aED / *Ch Freevale Crazy 
In Pink AZ 

60 cm   Missing Pl lower right (tooth certificate supplied) big and strong good proportions good type normal 
topline wither should be higher croup is short and steep very good angulation of the hind upper arm should 
be longer and is steep, stepping correct, in movement should be more powerful falls on forehand. 

 

Open Bitch 

Gradings - EXCELLENT 

1 166  M&C Morris *Ch Freevale Crazier In Pink AZ Excellent 

*Ch Arkon vom Altenberger-Land (Deu) aED / *Ch Freevale Crazy in 
Pink AZ 

60cm   Large strong very good type and pigment high wither very good topline croup should be longer very 
good angulation of the hind good fore, hocks should be firmer correct coming, very powerful harmonious 
movement. 

2 154  G&K Stevenson * Sundaneka Tequila Sunrise AZ Excellent 

 * Fulz di Zenevredo a / * Xyna vom Niembergeer Eck (Deu) Aed 

58.5 cm   Over medium size medium strong little stretched very good type very good pigment high wither 
good topline very good croup very good angulation of the hind good fore, steps nearly correct going correct 
coming very powerful harmonious movement. 

3 163  S. Morrissey * Sadria Storm Queen AZ Excellent 

 * Pepe von der Zenteiche (Deu) aED / * Conkasha Spring Mist AZ 

59 cm   Over medium size strong very good proportions very good type good pigment high wither good 
topline steep croup very good angulation of the hind good fore, stepping correct, very good movement with 
good steps wither should be held higher. 



4 155  Lubbock/Squires * Sabaranburg Liquid Fire HIC AZ Excellent 

 *Ch Orrinshir Elton John ET AZ / *Ch Bruvic Kontiki AZ 

59 cm   Over medium size medium strong stretched good type good pigment high wither very good topline 
good croup very good angulation of the hind good fore little hockey going correct coming, dynamic powerful 
movement with good balance. 

5 165  A&J Kada * Jaknell Sweet Painted Lady AZ Excellent 

 *Ch Orrinshir Elton John ET AZ / Jaknell Sweet Revenege AZ 

58cm   Over medium size medium strong very good proportions very good type good pigment normal 
withers good topline croup should be longer very good hind angulation good fore, stepping  correct, 
dynamic powerful movement with good balance 

 

6 164  B&P Hersant * Astasia Oxley AZ Excellent 

 * Toby von der Plassenburg (Deu) IPO3 aED / * Astasia Jade AZ 

58.5 cm   Over medium size medium strong very good proportions very good type good pigment normal 
wither good topline croup should be longer very good hind angulation good fore, stepping correct, very 
powerful dynamic movement. 

7 161  G Mansfield * Brigenti Ice Flame AZ Excellent 

 * Ury v Zisawinkel (Deu) a ED /* Karma v Schwarzaugen (Deu) a ED  

60 cm   Large medium strong stretched good type good pigment normal withers good topline croup should 
be longer normal hind angulation upper arm should be longer, stepping correct, harmonious powerful 
movement. 

8 167  PR & DJ Smith * Andacht Gypsy Moth AZ Excellent 

 * Ury vom Zisawinkel (Deu) a ED / * Andacht Picadilly Lilly AZ 

57.5 cm   Over medium size medium strong very good type good pigment normal wither good topline croup 
is a little steep deep hind angulation good fore, hocks should be firmer, good movement with good steps 
wither should be held higher. 

9 157  T Devine * Conkasha Wild Dancer AZ Excellent 

 * Dellahund Party Prize AZ / Conkasha Danish Mist AZ 

60 cm   Large strong stretched very good type good pigment normal wither good topline good croup very 
good hind angulation upper arm should be longer, hocks should be firmer, very powerful movement the 
wither should be held higher. 

10 168 Stokes/Redmond * Ambala Playboy Bunny AZ Excellent 

 *Ch Xaro von der Plassenberg (Deu) aED / * Ambala Funky Miss AZ 

60cm   Large over medium strong stretched good type good topline normal wither good croup very good 
hind angulation good fore, stepping correct, good movement with big steps the wither should be held 
higher. 

11 170  S&H Choy * Unshaus Franziska AZ Excellent 

 * Ury vom Zisawinkel (Deu) a ED / Unshaus Extravaganza AZ 

60cm   Large medium strong stretched good type good pigment normal wither good topline croup is short 
and steep very good hind angulation upper arm should be longer, stepping correct, powerful dynamic 
movement. 

12 156  F. McAdam *Ch Durnstein Glitz N Glamour AZ Excellent 

* Toby von der Plassenburg (Deu) IPO3 aED / *Ch Durnstein Dirty 
Dancing ET AZ 

60.5 cm   Large and strong very good type good pigment normal wither good topline steep croup very good 
angulation of the hind good fore, stepping correct, good movement with good steps should hold wither 
higher 

 



 
13 153  N&M Kirkham * Nikobishunde Auspicious Amelia AZ Excellent 

 * Turbo v Casselswald (Deu) a ED/*Ch Rubysway Cause To Look ET 
 HIC AZ 

61.5 cm   Very large medium strong stretched very good type good pigment normal wither good topline 
croup is short and steep, deep hind angulation good fore, stepping close going correct coming, very good 
movement with good steps which should be more harmonious. 
 
14 159  G&K Stevenson * Sundaneka Belle Donte AZ Excellent 

*Ch. Ustinov vom Romerland (Deu) a ED / * Sundaneka Burmuda 
Rose AZ 

59.5 cm   Over medium size medium strong stretched very good pigment normal wither and topline croup 
should be longer and less steep very good hind angulation good fore stepping correct good movement with 
good steps should be a little more harmonious. 

15 152  P,D&J Murray * Kuirau Chakira AZ Excellent 

 * Toby von der Plassenburg (Deu) IPO3 aED / *Ch Kuirau Takeira AZ 

58cm   Medium size medium strong good proportions very good type good pigment normal wither good 
topline croup should longer very good hind angulation good fore, stepping correct, good movement with big 
steps falls on forehand. 

16 171  L. Gregor * Kelinpark Krispi Creme AZ Excellent 

 *Ch Xaro vd Plassenberg (Deu) aED / *Ch Kelinpark Sinnamon AZ 

60 cm   Large medium strong stretched good type good pigment normal wither good topline croups is short 
and steep very good hind angulation upper arm should be longer, steps correct, powerful dynamic 
movement. 
 

STOCK COAT - DOG CLASSES 

Junior Dog 

Graded – VERY GOOD 

1 196  G&K Williams Kaygarr Arko AZ Very Good 

 *Ch Bluemax Salt AZ / * Ursa av Thorarinn (Nor) 

65cm    Medium size medium strong good proportions good type good pigment high wither good topline 
croup is short and steep very good hind angulation upper arm is steep in placement, stepping correct, very 
good movement big steps and good balance. 

2 201  J&L Martens Nangamai Hiawather  Very Good 

 * Juwika Destroyer (Den) aED / Aimsway Zada AZ 

65 cm   Over medium size medium strong good type powerful normal wither good topline croup is a little 
steep very good hind angulation good fore stepping close going correct coming good movement with big 
steps the wither should be held higher 

3 198  C Morrison Lago Giotto  Very Good 

 * Odin Delle Terra Matildiche (Italy) HD ED / Babenberg Jasmine AZ 

64.5 cm   Over medium size medium strong good proportions little stretched good pigment good expression 
normal wither good topline short croup very good hind angulation upper arm is a little steep, loose hocks 
going correct coming, very good movement with big steps and harmonious. 

 

4 200  Brandon/Brown Jayzstrike Gold On Fire  Very Good 

 * Toby von der Plassenburg (Deu) IPO3 aED / Andacht Pepery AZ 

64cm   Double Pl upper right – over medium size medium strong good proportions good expression good 
pigment normal wither good topline croup is a little steep very good hind angulation good fore, steps close 
going correct coming, good movement which should be a little more harmonious. 



 

5 197  K Griffis Bernloch Gloves Are Off  Very Good 

 *Ch Kuirau Casey Stoner AZ / Bernloch Quality Street AZ 

66cm   Very big powerful stretched very good type very good pigment normal wither good topline croups is 
steep very good hind angulation upper arm should be longer, correct coming and going, good movement 
with big steps should be more harmonious. 

6 199  T Devine Conkasha Atomic Fire  Very Good 

 * Vablo v Osterberger-Land a ED (Deu)  /  Conkasha Wild Dancer AZ 

63cm   Medium size medium strong stretched very good pigment very good type normal withers good 
topline croup should be longer very good hind angulation upper arm should be longer, stepping correct, 
good movement which should be more harmonious and dynamic. 

 

Intermediate Dog 

Grading – VERY GOOD 

1 210 MorrisseyS&P/Lynch S&J   Fremont Watson  Very Good 

 *Ch Fremont Hells Bells AZ / * Java vonSantamar (Bel) Aed 

64cm   Over medium size medium strong very good proportions very good type very good pigment high 
wither very good topline croup should be longer very good hind angulation upper arm should be longer 
stepping correct very dynamic powerful movement with good balance. 

2 203  G&K Gregory Ch Glenbala Funk N Pizzazz AZ Very Good 

 * Pepe vd Zenteiche (Deu) aED / Glenbala Funky Designer Label 
AZ 

65.5 cm   Over medium size very good proportions very good expression very good type high wither very 
good pigment good topline good croup very good hind angulation good fore steps close going correct 
coming very good movement with good steps and very good balance. 

3 207  P,D&J Murray * Kuirau Ivan Lendl AZ Very Good 

 *Ch Xaro von der Plassenberg (Deu) aED / *Ch Kuirau Takeira AZ 

64.5cm   Over medium size medium strong good proportions very good type good pigment goodo wither 
good topline croup should be longer very good hind and good fore angulation, steps correct very good 
movement with big steps and good balance. 

4 204  H Birac Reichkaiser Formidable Foxx  Very Good 

 * Pepe von der Zenteiche (Deu) aED / Andacht Tarly AZ 

63 cm   Medium size medium strong very good proportions very good type normal withers good topline 
croup should be longer very good hind angulation upper arm should be longer steps close going correct 
coming good movement which should be more harmonius. 

5 205  H Birac Reichkaiser Fire Foxx  Very Good 

 * Pepe von der Zenteiche (Deu) aED / Andacht Tarly AZ 

64cm   Over medium size medium strong good proportions underchest is a little short very good type good 
wither good topline croup is short and steep very good hind angulation good fore steps close going correct 
coming good movement good balance with good steps. 

6 211  J Novelli Hausillevon Garmin  Very Good 

 * Andacht Profiler AZ / Schfax Vegas Miranda AZ 

65 cm   Over medium size very good proportions very good type good pigment high wither good topline 
croup is long but steep very good hind angulation good fore stepping close going correct coming good 
movement big steps should be more harmonious. 

7 209  V Bland Conkasha New Direction AZ Very Good 

 * Sundaneka Thunda Down Unda AZ /  Conkasha Destinies Child AZ 

66cm   Large medium strong stretched good type good proportions very good head normal wither  good 
topline croup is short and steep very good hind angulation upper arm should be longer steps correct good 
movement which should be more harmonious. 



 

Open Dog 

Graded - EXCELLENT 

1 213  G&K Stevenson * Vablo vom Osterbergerland  (Deu) aED Excellent 

 * Remo v Fichtenschlag  aED / * Wianna vom Osterberger-Land Aed 

64cm   Over medium size medium strong little stretched very good type good proportions high wither very 
good topline good croup very good angulations of the fore and hind stepping correct very good movement 
with good steps good balance and harmonious. 

2 221  L. Gregor *Ch Kelinpark Helluva Rebel AZ Excellent 

 *Ch Indio di Casa Nobili (Ity) aED / *Ch Kelinpark Sinnamon AZ 

64cm   Above medium size medium strong good proportions very good type good pigment good wither 
good topline good croup very good hind angulation upper arm should be longer and is steep, stepping 
correct, very good movement dynamic movement with good balance. 

3 222  M&C Theris * Bossface Barack AZ Excellent 

 * Toby von der Plassenburg (Deu) IPO3 aED / Bossface Laine AZ 

64.5cm   Over medium size medium strong good pigment good topline good proportions croup is a little 
st3eep very good hind angulation and good fore, steps correct, powerful dynamic movement well balanced. 

4 215  P,D&J Murray *Ch Kuirau Casey Stoner AZ Excellent 

 * Toby von der Plassenburg (Deu) IPO3 aED / *Ch Kuirau Takeira AZ 

65cm   Over medium size medium strong little stretched very good type good proportions high wither very 
good topline good croup very good angulations of the hind good fore stepping correct dynamic powerful 
movement with good steps. 

5 220  Uhlmsdorf Knls *Ch. Uhlmsdorf Black Douglas AZ Excellent 

 * Odin Delle Terra Matildiche (Italy) HD ED / * Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac AZ 

64cm   Over medium size medium strong stretched good type high wither good topline croup is a little short 
very good hind angulation good fore, stepping correct, good movement with good steps the wither should 
be held higher. 

6 216  M Knapton * Heiko Ice N Fire AZ Excellent 

 *Ch Gerry vom Schacher (Deu) aED / * Heiko Mags Allover AZ 

64cm   Over medium size medium strong good expression good proportions very good type good pigment 
very good head normal wither very good topline croup should be longer very good hind angulation and 
good fore, steps close going correct coming, very good movement with good steps wither should be held 
higher. 

7 218  York K/Asquith P/York *Ch Babanga Make My Day CCD AZ Excellent 

 *Ch Gerry vom Schacher (Deu) aED / Ch Babanga Fipsi AZ 

66cm   Large big and powerful stretched good expression good pigment normal withers good topline croup 
should be longer very good hind angulation upper arm should be longer, steps close going correct coming, 
very good movement with big steps and well balanced. 

8 219  D&P Marano * Reje Walter AZ Excellent 

 * Ury vom Zisawinkel (Deu) a ED / * Reje Cody AZ 

63cm   Medium size medium strong good proportions normal withers good type good topline croup is a little 
short very good hind angulation upper arm should be longer, steps close going correct coming, good 
dynamic movement wither should be held higher. 

9 223  J. Eaton *Ch Ambala Arragon Prince AZ Excellent 

 *Ch Xaro von der Plassenberg (Deu) aED / * Ambala Funky Miss AZ 

64cm   Over medium size medium strong little stretched very good type good pigment normal wither good 
topline croup is short and steep, very good hind angulation good fore, steps correct, good movement with 
good steps that should be more harmonious. 


